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The Social World of the Babylonian Priest
Build your finances. Design your destiny. Change your life. Buy the paperback & get the ebook FREE! 'Richest Mom in
Babylon' is a quick read that can transform your future. Between family, work, laundry, tending to boo-boos, paying bills,
and everything in-between, when can you begin building your fortune? How about right here, right now. In The Richest Mom
in Babylon, you'll learn: The Seven Simple Rules of Wealth The Laws of Cash How to Make Your Money Multiply Making Your
Cash Work for You Preparing to Increase Your Earnings Secrets to Setting Wealth Building in Motion and so much more. How
can a small book deliver huge value for you and your family? With a proven formula, bite-sized chapters, and easy-tounderstand language, this will be a go-to reference for years to come. Get this 2-hour read - get your copy today!.

Nature's Secret Messages
The Funny Little Woman
While chasing a dumpling, a little lady is captured by wicked creatures from whom she escapes with the magic for
becoming the richest woman in Japan.
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The Richest Man in Babylon
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in 1935, has become one of the treasures of historical writing
since its first publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold over half a million copies, and the book is
available worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the best-known art historian of his time, and his
text suggests illustrations on every page. This illustrated edition of the Little History brings together the pellucid humanity
of his narrative with the images that may well have been in his mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two hundred
illustrations—most of them in full color—are not simple embellishments, though they are beautiful. They emerge from the
text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this edition the text is
reset in a spacious format, flowing around illustrations that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and
symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn maps, a revised preface, and a new index. Blending high-grade design, fine
paper, and classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift book and an enhanced edition of a timeless account of human
history.

The 48 Laws of Power
One of the bestselling financial books of all time can now be put to work for you, The Richest Man in Babylon, is a classic,
insightful, financial, motivational guide that has lead many generations to monetary and personal success.

The Richest Man in Babylon
Originally a series of pamphlets distributed by banks and insurance companies, they were bound together and published in
book form in 1926. They dispensed financial advise through the character’s experiences in business and household finance.
The Richest Man in Babylon in Action combines the sound financial foundation of ancient Babylon with the real-world
application for today, going beyond the simple tale of the original classic. Upon reading, you’ll immediately know how to
best use Clason’s absolute principles and apply them in today’s economy with modern investment tools and today’s
monetary habits.

Everything Men Know About Women
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for
anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human
Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have
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distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli,
Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws
teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter
Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law,
though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of
Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

No Ordinary Woman
Lily is the daughter of a humble farmer, and to her family she is just another expensive mouth to feed. Then the local
matchmaker delivers startling news: if Lily's feet are bound properly, they will be flawless. In nineteenth-century China,
where a woman's eligibility is judged by the shape and size of her feet, this is extraordinary good luck. Lily now has the
power to make a good marriage and change the fortunes of her family. To prepare for her new life, she must undergo the
agonies of footbinding, learn nu shu, the famed secret women's writing, and make a very special friend, Snow Flower. But a
bitter reversal of fortune is about to change everything.

Too Rich
The Richest Man in Babylon, is a classic, insightful, financial, motivational guide that has lead many generations to
monetary and personal success. This deluxe edition of this classic work, includes a 21st century study guide filled with
practices and exercises that will help you be all that you are capable of, as you fill your conscious and subconscious mind,
heart, and soul, with positive energy and life-enhancing ideas. Start your journey of self-discovery and be on your way to
accumulating all of the riches that you desire. Learn how to acquire money, keep it, and put it to work to make even more
money. It's one of the bestselling financial books of all time, having sold millions of copies, and now you can put it to work
for you!

The Smart Money Woman
The Art of Money Getting is a business model book written by famous American businessman P. T. Barnum. In this
publication Barnum shares his knowledge of business and teaches readers how to be successful in making money. He
provides 20 rules for the development of character and for personal success, emphasizing that there are no shortcuts to
wealth, aside from right vocation, good character, and perseverance. This is an excellent book for individuals who are
interested in learning from an important historical business leaders own personal success and also serves as an excellent
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motivational writing intended for those looking to be successful and make lots of money.

The Richest Man in Babylon in Action
A smart guide to self-promotion by a public relations professional shows women how to market themselves while still
maintaining style and substance and offers helpful advice on the art of the interview, writing press materials, and how to
handle the spotlight.

Small Is the New Big
In 1966 Sir Walter Springfellow, head of Australian intelligence, vanished mysteriously and without a trace. As a young
constable, Scobie Malone investigated the disappearance. Years later some bones are found up in the hills which are
presumed to be Sir Walter's, and Detective Inspector Malone finds himself back on the case. His first task is to break the
news to Venetia Springfellow, Sir Walter's glamorous widow, whose ruthless ambition has made the Springfellow
Corporation a hugely successful company. Then comes news that there has been another death in the family, and one of
the Springfellows is to be charged with murder. The police commissioner turns out to have every reason for taking a close
interest in the case, but emotional involvement results in his putting unfair pressure on Scobie Malone. Always a straight
cop and a decent man, Malone finds his divided loyalties extremely troubling.

Babylon
In this short, powerful book, multimillionaire and bestselling author Steven K. Scott reveals King Solomon’s breakthrough
strategies to achieve a life of financial success and personal fulfillment. Steve Scott flunked out of every job he held in his
first six years after college. He couldn’t succeed no matter how hard he tried. Then Dr. Gary Smalley challenged him to
study the book of Proverbs, promising that in doing so he would achieve greater success and happiness than he had ever
known. That promise came true, making Scott a millionaire many times over. In The Richest Man Who Ever Lived, Scott
reveals Solomon’s key for winning every race, explains how to resolve conflicts and turn enemies into allies, and discloses
the five qualities essential to becoming a valued and admired person at work and in your personal life. Scott illustrates each
of Solomon’s insights and strategies with anecdotes about his personal successes and failures, as well as those of such
extraordinary people as Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Edison, Oprah Winfrey, Bill Gates, and Steven Spielberg. At once
inspiring and instructive, The Richest Man Who Ever Lived weaves the timeless truths of one of our greatest works of
literature into a detailed roadmap for successful living today.
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How Rich People Think
Her godson writes an autobiography of the tobacco heiress, one of America's richest women.

Cold Hard Truth On Men, Women, and Money
As one of today’s most influential business thinkers, Seth Godin helps his army of fans stay focused, stay connected, and
stay dissatisfied with the status quo, the ordinary, the boring. His books, blog posts, magazine articles, and speeches have
inspired countless entrepreneurs, marketing people, innovators, and managers around the world. Now, for the first time,
Godin has collected the most provocative short pieces from his pioneering blog—ranked #70 by Feedster (out of millions
published) in worldwide readership. This book also includes his most popular columns from Fast Company magazine, and
several of the short e-books he has written in the last few years. A sample: • Bon Jovi And The Pirates • Christmas Card
Spam • Clinging To Your Job Title? • How Much Would You Pay to Be on Oprah’s Show? • The Persistence of Really Bad
Ideas • The Seduction of “Good Enough” • What Happens When It's All on Tape? • Would You Buy Life Insurance at a Rock
Concert? Small is the New Big is a huge bowl of inspiration that you can gobble in one sitting or dip into at any time. As
Godin writes in his introduction: “I guarantee that you'll find some ideas that don’t work for you. But I’m certain that you're
smart enough to see the stuff you’ve always wanted to do, buried deep inside one of these riffs. And I’m betting that once
inspired, you’ll actually make something happen.”

Killers of the Flower Moon
Artist, photographer, writer, world traveler and, above all, explorer, Mary Schaffer Warren overcame the limited
expectations of women at the turn of the nineteenth century in order to follow her dreams.Mary, born into a wealthy Quaker
family in Pennsylvania, was a precocious child who excelled at school. She was much more interested in the arts and
traveling. A trip across Canada in 1889 proved the turning point in Mary's life. Not only did she meet her future husbanddoctor and botanist Charles Schaffer-she also fell hopelessly in love with the mountains.After Charles' death, Mary
embarked on explorations into the Canadian Rockies at a time when it was not thought proper for a woman to do so. Her
most famous trips of 1907 and 1908 resulted in the rediscovery of Maligne Lake and the highly regarded book Old Indian
Trails of the Canadian Rockies. Mary eventually settled in Banff and there married her handsome young guide Billy
Warren.Since her death in 1937, she continues to inspire young people and women in particular.

The Strange Story Book
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The Richest Man in Babylon is a book by George Samuel Clason which dispenses financial advice through a collection of
parables set in ancient Babylon. Through their experiences in business and managing household finance, the characters in
the parables learn simple lessons in financial wisdom. By basing these parables in ancient times, but involving situations
that modern people can understand and identify with, the author presents these lessons as timeless wisdom that is as
relevant today as it was back then. The book began in 1926 as a series of informational pamphlets. Banks and insurance
companies began to distribute these pamphlets, and the most famous ones were eventually compiled into this book.

Sell Yourself Without Selling Your Soul
In The Social World of the Babylonian Priest, Bastian Still offers an intimate account of the lives of Babylonian priests during
the mid-first millennium BCE by reconstructing their social networks and exploring their daily interactions from an
interdisciplinary perspective.

The Richest Man In Babylon
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST "Disturbing and rivetingIt will sear your soul." —Dave
Eggers, New York Times Book Review SHELF AWARENESS'S BEST BOOK OF 2017 Named a best book of the year by Wall
Street Journal, The Boston Globe, San Francisco Chronicle, GQ, Time, Newsday, Entertainment Weekly, Time Magazine,
NPR's Maureen Corrigan, NPR's "On Point," Vogue, Smithsonian, Cosmopolitan, Seattle Times, Bloomberg, Lit Hub's
"Ultimate Best Books," Library Journal, Paste, Kirkus, Slate.com and Book Browse From New Yorker staff writer David Grann,
#1 New York Times best-selling author of The Lost City of Z, a twisting, haunting true-life murder mystery about one of the
most monstrous crimes in American history In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were members of the
Osage Indian nation in Oklahoma. After oil was discovered beneath their land, they rode in chauffeured automobiles, built
mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe. Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed off. The family of an
Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart, became a prime target. Her relatives were shot and poisoned. And it was just the beginning,
as more and more members of the tribe began to die under mysterious circumstances. In this last remnant of the Wild
West—where oilmen like J. P. Getty made their fortunes and where desperadoes like Al Spencer, the “Phantom Terror,”
roamed—many of those who dared to investigate the killings were themselves murdered. As the death toll climbed to more
than twenty-four, the FBI took up the case. It was one of the organization’s first major homicide investigations and the
bureau badly bungled the case. In desperation, the young director, J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger
named Tom White to unravel the mystery. White put together an undercover team, including one of the only American
Indian agents in the bureau. The agents infiltrated the region, struggling to adopt the latest techniques of detection.
Together with the Osage they began to expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history. In Killers of the
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Flower Moon, David Grann revisits a shocking series of crimes in which dozens of people were murdered in cold blood.
Based on years of research and startling new evidence, the book is a masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, as each step in
the investigation reveals a series of sinister secrets and reversals. But more than that, it is a searing indictment of the
callousness and prejudice toward American Indians that allowed the murderers to operate with impunity for so long. Killers
of the Flower Moon is utterly compelling, but also emotionally devastating.

The Latte Factor
J. Earl Shoaff, Jim Rohn's personal mentor, gives the presentation that changed Jim's life! Anyone who ever heard Jim Rohn
speak, knows the impact that Earl Shoaff had on his life. Here is a transcription of the recording of the presentation by Earl
Shoaff that changed Jim's life and provides the secrets to his success. By the time Jim Rohn reached the age of 25, he was
married, had a family and worked as a stock clerk at Sears earning $57 a week take home pay. Finding himself falling
behind on his bills, and with nothing in the bank to fall back on, he knew he wanted more out of life but had no idea on how
to make it happen. Then something happened to him that changed his life forever and gave him the answers he was
looking for. The same good fortune that happened to Jim all those years ago is about to happen to you! One of Jim's friends
told him about a man he had gone to work for. This man was very rich and wise. He had an incredible philosophy about life
and he was easy to talk to. His friend talked about this man so much that Jim's curiosity got the better of him and he went
to hear what this man had to say. Jim walked into the room and took a seat. He really didn't know what to expect, but he
kept an open mind and listened intently as the speaker opened his eyes to a world he never knew existed. A world where
you could truly be anything you wanted to be and you could have anything you wanted to have! Jim said of the experience,
"To this day, I can't tell you exactly what he said, I just knew that I would have given anything to be like him." Then,
standing at the back of the room, he got an idea. He thought that, somehow, if he could just get around this man, maybe he
could learn the secrets of wealth and happiness.

The Richest Man in Babylon- Six Laws of Wealth
Women in the Ancient Near East
Now widely available, the popular, award-winning, self-published guide to help women get out of debt, rebuild their credit,
and fulfill their financial dreams. Patrice Washington rationalized her excessive spending. “I work hard, I deserve this.” “I
bought it on sale.” But at twenty-two, the recent college graduate was $18,000 in debt and sinking fast. It was time to take
control. Patrice educated herself about finance, adopted a new attitude toward money, and most importantly, adjusted her
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spending habits. By twenty-five she was debt free—and used the wisdom she gained to start her own successful real estate
and mortgage brokerage—and by twenty-nine started her own financial counseling business. Patrice’s former bad spending
habits aren’t unique, and women find themselves in financial hot water for a host of reasons. Women earn less than men
and have to stretch those hard-earned dollars further. They contribute more to caregiving and aging parents, live longer,
and many—including most African American women—are choosing to stay single. Real Money Answers for Every Woman
teaches you how to take responsibility for your financial future, whether you’re just starting out or need a fresh start. In a
handy Q & A format, it offers relatable and easy to understand and implement advice on everything from managing credit
cards, home ownership, and student loans to affordable childcare and even negotiating for a higher salary. Following
Patrice’s practical advice, you’ll learn to form “wealthy” habits, establish an “opportunity fund,” stop collecting STUFF that
causes debt, and discover the freedom that comes from feeling financially secure.

The Richest Man in Babylon with Study Guide
How to Become a Millionaire!
The Richest Man Who Ever Lived
The Art of Money Getting
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Discover #1 New York
Times bestselling author David Bach’s three secrets to financial freedom in an engaging story that will show you that you
are richer than you think. Drawing on the author’s experiences teaching millions of people around the world to live a rich
life, this fast, easy listen reveals how anyone—from millennials to baby boomers—can still make his or her dreams come
true. In this compelling, heartwarming parable, Bach and his bestselling coauthor John David Mann (The Go-Giver) tell the
story of Zoey, a twenty-something woman living and working in New York City. Like many young professionals, Zoey is
struggling to make ends meet under a growing burden of credit card and student loan debt, working crazy hours at her
dream job but still not earning enough to provide a comfortable financial cushion. At her boss’s suggestion, she makes
friends with Henry, the elderly barista at her favorite Brooklyn coffee shop. Henry soon reveals his “Three Secrets to
Financial Freedom,” ideas Zoey dismisses at first but whose true power she ultimately comes to appreciate. Over the
course of a single week, Zoey discovers that she already earns enough to secure her financial future and realize her truest
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dreams—all she has to do is make a few easy shifts in her everyday routine. The Latte Factor demystifies the secrets to
achieving financial freedom, inspiring you to realize that it’s never too late to reach for your dreams. By following the
simple, proven path that Henry shows Zoey, anyone can make small changes today that will have big impact for a lifetime,
proving once again that “David Bach is the financial expert to listen to when you’re intimidated by your finances” (Tony
Robbins, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Money: Master the Game).

Sacred Woman
Financial education offers definite and profitable rewards. Numerous readers of "GOLD AHEAD" have reported unexpected
and valuable results from things learned which they had the opportunity to use at once to their financial betterment. Such
results are important. They show that the clearer our insight, the better we take advantage of our opportunities. But, after
all, far greater results will come later. Such knowledge can be carried through life always available to help promote the
owner's financial welfare. Plans of study recommended for self development groups, school and college classes, families
and individuals follow. A detailed study of each tale with the questions prepared for this purpose is recommended.

Bar Harbor Babylon
Mount Desert Island has attracted scoundrels and scandals for more than 100 years. Steady as the tide, every summer
brings a rush of summer residents from eastern cities to the island and nothing thrilled them so much as a good scandal. In
its heyday, Mount Desert was a wild oasis where the summercators could carry on in comparative privacy. Today,
unfortunately, unlike Las Vegas, what happened on Mount Desert doesn’t always stay on Mount Desert. The scandals that
were the talk of the picnics and outings that filled the summer visitors' days are brought back to life in Bar Harbor Babylon.
Murderers, thieves, cheaters and scammers have all made their mark on the tiny towns of Mount Desert. This book will take
the reader on a tour of the misadventures and misfortunes that punctuate the island's wealthy and privileged past.

THE RICHEST MAN IN BABYLON
The Smart Money Woman—An African girl’s journey to financial freedom Meet Zuri. She’s living a fabulous life. Great car,
gorgeous apartment, well paid job. Meet Zuri. Broken down car, an apartment she cant afford, a job she’s about to lose.
What’s a broke girl to do? With her best friends Tami (the flighty fashion designer), Lara (the tough oil and gas executive),
Adesuwa (the conservative lawyer), and Ladun (the fabulous housewife), Zuri grows a little, learns a lot and navigates her
way to making better financial decisions and building wealth. This book tackles, debt, spending, the consumerist culture of
the African middle class, the fear and misconceptions surrounding money and the lack of it, love, friendships, cultural and
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societal pressures and the roles they play in success. With each chapter comes a Smart Money Lesson, there to help you
work your way up the financial ladder.

Snow Flower and the Secret Fan
Women in the Ancient Near East offers a lucid account of the daily life of women in Mesopotamia from the third millennium
BCE until the beginning of the Hellenistic period. The book systematically presents the lives of women emerging from the
available cuneiform material and discusses modern scholarly opinion. Stol’s book is the first full-scale treatment of the
history of women in the Ancient Near East.

Real Money Answers for Every Woman
In 1910 the Cohen family, in search of the Golden Medina, undertakes a dangerous journey from Russia to the United
States, where the new world exposes family secrets, cultural conflicts, the corruption of the American Dream, and love's
divides. Traveling in steerage to Ellis Island, the family endures the poverty and dirt of New York City and retreats to a farm
in southern New Jersey--to find not the agricultural Eden they were promised, but Babylon. Told in several voices, this tale
bears witness to a new generation learning to find hope in a land that often sacrifices human decency for profit and greed.

New Edition of the Babylonian Talmud: Tract Baba Bathra
The story of Wolfert Webber was said by Louis Stevenson to be one of the finest treasure-seeking stories in the world; and
as Stevenson was a very good judge, I am going to tell it to you. Wolfert's ancestor, Cobus Webber, was one of the original
settlers who came over from Holland and established themselves on the coast of what is now the State of New York. Like
most of his countrymen, Cobus was a great gardener, and devoted himself especially to cabbages, and it was agreed on all
sides that none so large or so sweet had ever been eaten by anybody. Webber's house was built after the Dutch pattern,
and was large and comfortable. Birds built their nests under the eaves and filled the air with their singing, and a buttonwood tree, which was nothing but a sapling when Cobus planted his first cabbage, had become a monster overshadowing
half the garden in the days of his descendant Wolfert early in the eighteenth century. The button-wood tree was not the
only thing that had grown during those years. The city known at first as 'New Amsterdam,' and later as 'New York,' had
grown also, and surrounded the house of the Webbers. But if the family could no longer look from the windows at the
beautiful woods and rivers of the countryside, as their forefathers had done, there was no reason to drive a cart about from
one village to another to see who wanted cabbages, for now the housewives came to Wolfert to choose their own, which
saved a great deal of trouble. Yet, though Wolfert sold all the cabbages he could raise,Êhe did not become rich as fast as he
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wished, and at length he began to wonder if he was becoming rich at all. Food was dearer than when he was a boy, and
other people besides himself had taken to cabbage-growing. His daughter was nearly a woman, and would want a portion if
she married. Was there no way by which he could make the money that would be so badly needed by and bye?

A Little History of the World
The star of ABC's Shark Tank presents a foolproof financial guide that will help readers make solid financial decisions at any
age or stage of life. Reprint.

Gold Ahead by George S. Clason (the Author of the Richest Man in Babylon)
'This book is a page-turner - endlessly fascinating, totally compelling, and incredibly informative. I could not put it
down.''rory Freedman, Co-author of New York Times best seller Skinny Bitch. Enjoy the fun and intrigue of unraveling
nature's clues that fill you with awe, inspiration, and healing. This fascinating book combines ancient wisdom with modern
research, and science with imagination. Connect to the wonder you felt as a child, and emulate how Nature wisely deals
with change and adversity. Nature is the ultimate example in how to live well and thrive. Albert Einstein said, ''look deep
into nature, and then you will understand everything better.'' This fascinating book will arouse your curiosity by combining
ancient wisdom with modern research, and imagination with science, to help you love Nature and your food in a whole new
way. You'll discover how to . . .Recognize divine designs, hidden in plain sight, to forge a more profound mind-body-soul
connection with the environment Look at food in new (actually, ancient) ways and choose self life over shelf life Cope with
change, challenges, and time pressures by asking, What would Nature do? Become aware of what society is doing to the
environment, and learn easy green solutions to save money and help the planet.Exercises throughout the book will
empower you to tune in to Nature's wisdom in order to develop a healthier mind, body, soul, and planet.''With a dash of
tongue-in-cheek cheer, actress and PhD-carrying naturopath Wilkes offers a thorough, clear-cut and well-illustrated
introduction to holistic medicine, natural eating and the benefits of mindfulness.''''this wise, brave, magically simple and
inspiring book will help us all reconnect with the soul of nature, and work together to preserve the environment and the
human adventure.''- Andrew Harvey, New York Times best selling author Author of The Hope a Guide to Sacred Activism'.

Babylon South
Fully reveals the shocking truth! --Daily News * A landmark book completely revised and updated to reveal what men really
know about the opposite sex. In a little more than 100 pages, Dr. Alan Francis distills years of research and thousands of
interviews to reveal the most comprehensive understanding of men's knowledge and understanding of the opposite sex in
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Everything Men Know About Women. * Fiercely frank and insightfully funny, Dr. Francis literally spells out everything men
know on topics ranging from making friends with women to satisfying women in bed. To quote directly from famed Dr.
Francis, men already know, about women and this book will teach them. * That's right, between the pages of this telling
tome, readers will find 128 blank pages. Because in reality, what do men really know about women?

The Richest Man in Babylon
The book has become an inspirational classic to millions of readers and despite being set thousands of years ago in the
historical city of Babylon. The stories and principles seem just as applicable today as they did in ancient times. Originally
published in 1926

The Richest Mom in Babylon
The Richest Man in Babylon has been a favorite of Dave Ramsey’s for years. Set in ancient Babylon, this book is an inspiring
collection of stories about people who have struggled with—and overcome—the same money problems most Americans
face: feeling trapped by debt, living paycheck to paycheck, with little to no savings. In this exclusive edition of George
Clason’s classic, George gives his timeless principles for building lasting wealth, while Dave shares his proven money advice
using quotes directly from The Dave Ramsey Show. With powerful storytelling, The Richest Man in Babylon gives fresh
perspective and encouragement to all who want to change their lives and win with money. Join George and Dave as they
share how to: -Get out of debt -Budget -Live on less than you make -Invest wisely -Save for the future -Enjoy your life and
money As George says, “Money is plentiful for those who understand the simple rules of its acquisition.” If you follow the
wisdom of Babylon, financial peace—and a life of freedom—are just seven steps away.

Smart Women Finish Rich, Expanded and Updated
A transformative blueprint of ancestral healing from the renowned herbalist, natural health expert, and healer of women’s
bodies and souls “Just when I thought I was all alone, I found myself walking with a group of conscious women who were
taking sacred steps and speaking sacred words. We were on our way to Queen Afua’s Global Sacred Woman Village. Come
with us, there’s Maat—balance and order—there.”—Erykah Badu Through extraordinary meditations, affirmations, and
rituals rooted in ancient Egyptian temple teachings, Queen Afua teaches us how to love and rejoice in our bodies by
spiritualizing the words we speak, the foods we eat, the spaces we live and work in, and the transcendent woman spirit we
manifest. Sacred Woman gives us a program of spirit rejuvenation and creativity consciousness. Queen Afua summons us to
enter the Gateways of Initiation, where she blesses us with the exact tools we need to bring our beings into true harmony
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with the earth and the cosmos. With love, wisdom, and passion, Queen Afua guides us to accept our mission and our mantle
as Sacred Women—to heal ourselves, the generations of women in our families, our communities, and our world. Praise for
Sacred Woman “Sacred Woman flings open the gates of understanding the feminine essence. It is the return of the soul
force to women.”—Jewel Pookrum, MD, PhD (Sunut Arit) “Queen Afua is an extraordinary healer, teacher, mother, and
keeper of our legacy. Through Sacred Woman, she has given us the sacred tools we need to live our lives in this new
century.”—Hazelle Goodman, actress “Sacred Woman offers profound wisdom to all who seek healing and transformation.
Queen Afua is a national treasure.”—Bob Law, author, radio personality, and vice president of WWRL

Come with Me to Babylon
THE MILLION-COPY NEW YORK TIMES, BUSINESS WEEK, WALL STREET JOURNAL AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER IS BACK COMPLETELY UPDATED! With over ONE MILLION copies sold - Smart Women Finish Rich is one of the most popular financial
books for women ever written. A perennial bestseller for over two decades, now Bach returns with a completely updated,
expanded and revised edition, Smart Women Finish Rich, to address the new financial concerns and opportunities for
today's women. Whether you are just getting started in your investment life, looking to manage your money yourself, or
work closely with a financial advisor, this book is your proven roadmap to the life you want and deserve. With Smart
Women Finish Rich, you will feel like you are being coached personally by one of America's favorite and most trusted
financial experts. The Smart Women Finish Rich program has helped millions of women for over twenty years gain
confidence, clarity and control over their financial well-being--it has been passed from generations to generation -- and it
now can help you.

Budgets Don't Work (But This Does)
If you've ever tried to budget but found it just doesn't work, you need to read this book. When it comes to saving and
spending money, we're not all the same. Yet for too long, the financial advice world has treated us as if we are. This book
will give you the tools you need to make that long-awaited financial breakthrough, allowing you to discover your 'Financial
Phenotype': the unique combination comprising your Money Story, your Money Environment, your Money Type and, just as
importantly, the habits, triggers and tricks that are right for you. Once you realise that the one-size-fits-all approach to
finances you've been trying to adopt doesn't work for most people, it can be liberating. Finally there's a rational explanation
for why you've struggled with money-why you're perpetually sabotaging, why you're constantly at loggerheads with your
partner or why you just can't seem to be consistent. When it comes to other areas of your life, such as food and exercise,
you've no doubt embraced a multi-faceted, often highly personalised approach and you recognise that's important. Why
should it be any different when it comes to your finances? That's why understanding your Money Story and discovering your
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Money Type is the key to financial success.
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